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Introduction 1 

This guidance sets out to provide fire and rescue services with supplementary information about 2 

potential hazards. It also includes relevant control measures if fire control operations are 3 

impacted by disruptive events, such as loss of premises, loss of 999/112 service and failure of 4 

fire control systems. 5 

The guidance is aimed at fire and rescue services and writers of fire control-related policies and 6 

procedures. It covers methods to maintain an effective operational response while continuing to 7 

deliver critical fire control activities with minimal disruption. 8 

Effective business continuity arrangements will ensure: 9 

• The impact of disruption is minimised, so that critical fire control activities can continue 10 

• Resources are used effectively 11 

• Operations can return to normal as soon as possible 12 

• Compliance with legal duties 13 

ISO 22301 is the international standard for business continuity management and provides a 14 

framework as part of overall risk management. 15 

Every fire and rescue service must have a business continuity plan for their fire control function. 16 

The plan must identify critical activities and resource requirements, including recovery times of 17 

critical activities. 18 

Fire and rescue services will consider methods for dealing with reduced availability of fire 19 

control personnel in their organisational business continuity plans. 20 

Depending on the business continuity arrangements in place, it may be necessary to provide 21 

fire control personnel with access to organisational plans. This is especially important if they 22 

have responsibility for any associated tasks.   . 23 

Call handling agent 24 

The call handling agent, BT Plc, receives emergency calls and connects them to the relevant 25 

emergency control rooms in the UK. The communications provider provides location information 26 

to the call handling agent, which then provides it to the emergency services. 27 

Public Emergency Call Service Code of Practice 28 

The Public Emergency Call Service (PECS) Code of Practice sets out the methods used to 29 

pass emergency calls between the call handling agent and the emergency authority. Fire and 30 

rescue services should consider the PECS Code of Practice when developing policies, 31 

procedures and training for fire control personnel. 32 
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Hazard – Fire control systems failure 33 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 34 

Fire control personnel use a range of electronic methods to support emergency call 35 

management, mobilise operational resources and support the safe resolution of incidents. 36 

Mobilising and communications systems include: 37 

• Telephony equipment 38 

• The means to create incident logs and record all associated incident information 39 

• The means to calculate an operational response and identify the most appropriate 40 

resources to mobilise 41 

• Electronic communications links with fire stations and operational resources to enable 42 

mobilisation and information sharing 43 

• Voice recording software and equipment 44 

• Visual display equipment 45 

When system failures such as hardware or software malfunctions occur, the impact may be 46 

significant. The level of the impact on fire control operations, operational resources and the fire 47 

and rescue service’s ability to efficiently manage and respond to incidents will vary. 48 

Contingency arrangements may challenge the capacity of fire control personnel to complete 49 

associated tasks and provide effective emergency call management and incident management 50 

activities safely. 51 

Mobilising systems 52 

Mobilising system failures may cause delays in operational personnel being alerted to an 53 

incident and critical information being shared about its location and nature. 54 

Failures are likely to introduce challenges for fire control personnel to accurately record 55 

emergency call and incident information. Identifying the closest available operational resources 56 

to an incident will also be more difficult. This may cause delays in operational personnel being 57 

mobilised, resulting in a delayed attendance. 58 

Access to information that fire control personnel use during emergency call management may 59 

be unavailable. This may include: 60 

• Pre-populated questions and call prompts 61 

• Gazetteer and mapping information 62 

• Guidance and procedural information 63 

• Site Specific Risk Information 64 
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Technology that can help fire control personnel to locate the caller and the incident includes 65 

Enhanced Information Service for Emergency Calls (EISEC) and Advanced Mobile Location 66 

(AML). When this isn’t available, it is more challenging for fire control personnel to locate 67 

emergency callers and mobilise the most appropriate operational response. 68 

Electronic methods that the fire control commander uses to visually and audio monitor calls may 69 

be lost. Fire control personnel may be unable to access emergency call and radio 70 

communications recordings. 71 

Authorised users, such as those with incident command roles and responsibilities, are usually 72 

able to remotely access data and information relating to incidents. During system failures, they 73 

may be unable to access current information. 74 

Telephony equipment 75 

Failure in telephony equipment may cause delays in the connection of emergency and non-76 

emergency calls to and from fire control. 77 

Any delays in emergency calls being answered may result in: 78 

• Delays to callers receiving assistance, including life-saving guidance 79 

• Delayed attendance at incidents 80 

• Harm to the reputation of the fire and rescue service 81 

• Reduced levels of public confidence 82 

Communications equipment 83 

Effective and resilient communication links between fire control, operational personnel and other 84 

Category 1 responders and organisations are vital to build situational awareness and ensure 85 

prompt sharing of critical information. 86 

When failures occur, the ability to share, record or receive critical information may be 87 

compromised. This could lead to a delayed or inaccurate response to incidents and may 88 

compromise the safety of the public, operational personnel and other emergency responders. 89 

Resource management software 90 

Fire control personnel make critical decisions involving the movements of operational 91 

personnel. Resource management software may be used to assist when managing operational 92 

crewing and availability information. Such software may be interfaced with mobilising systems, 93 

allowing the availability status of resources to be automatically updated. Any failure in such 94 

software, whether or not it is interfaced with the mobilising system, will be challenging for fire 95 

control personnel and affect their ability to establish availability of resources. This may lead to 96 

an inaccurate or delayed response to incidents. 97 

Software may also be used to monitor the location and availability of operational resources and 98 

inform decision-making about the movement of resources, to maintain operational availability in 99 
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priority locations. If such software fails or is unavailable, this will challenge the ability of fire 100 

control personnel to view a real-time analysis of the most effective and efficient movement of 101 

operational resources. 102 

 103 

Control measure – Resilient fire control systems 104 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 105 

To ensure continuity of critical fire control activities, fire and rescue services should provide 106 

resilient and appropriate fire control systems. The systems should effectively support the 107 

activities required of fire control and operational personnel. 108 

Mobilising methods 109 

Electronic data links provide methods of communication between fire control, fire stations and 110 

operational resources. They enable resources to be alerted and incident information to be 111 

shared. The equipment provided may include the ability to activate lights, audible alert methods, 112 

printers to deliver critical information. Operational personnel not at a fire station may be alerted 113 

via mobile data terminals (MDTs). On-call operational personnel may be simultaneously alerted 114 

via integrated messaging systems. 115 

Information can be sent to resources in several ways. For example, data may be sent to a 116 

system located in a fire station or at another resource location, even if temporarily. 117 

Electronic data links between the mobilising system and fire station equipment may be provided 118 

in several ways. Multiple bearers are usually employed for resilience. 119 

Mobilising systems 120 

When used in conjunction with automatic vehicle location systems (AVLS), mobilising systems 121 

can assist fire control personnel in identifying the nearest available resources to an incident. 122 

Mobilising systems are also used by fire control personnel to assign resources to an incident. 123 

Predetermined attendances based on an address-based gazetteer can be configured alongside 124 

incident types in the mobilising system. Such systems can propose resources based on criteria, 125 

such as availability status, location and travel time. Fire control personnel may then accept or 126 

amend a response based on the information collected during emergency call management and 127 

their situational awareness of other incidents and events. 128 

Secondary functions include displaying alarm conditions for the system, which can alert fire 129 

control personnel to faults, and generating statistical information. 130 

Other types of information that can be linked in the mobilising system include: 131 

• Call prompts 132 

• Action plans 133 

• Supplementary information, such as aides-memoire 134 
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• Information about the pre-determined attendance and specialist equipment that may be 135 

mobilised 136 

• Site Specific Risk Information 137 

• Historical data 138 

• Directories of contacts 139 

For more information refer to Emergency call management and mobilising. 140 

Other functions that a mobilising system may provide include: 141 

• Batching and queuing calls in spate conditions 142 

• Operating system alarms 143 

• Training modes 144 

• An automated record of incident data, such as the date and time that information was 145 

generated or inputted 146 

• User profiles and access levels 147 

Duplications of servers in the mobilising system can provide resilience against system failures. 148 

If one server fails, the other servers can continue to provide fire control personnel with access to 149 

the mobilising system. 150 

Where cloud-hosted or a combination of on-site and cloud-hosted mobilising systems are used, 151 

recovery plans should be put in place. These may include data encryption and continuous 152 

remote monitoring. 153 

Data storage and transfer should have built-in resilience and disaster recovery for resilience. 154 

Telephony equipment 155 

Fire and rescue services are responsible for providing the means of receiving emergency calls. 156 

They also need to notify the call handling agent about the equipment and the connect-to 157 

routings in use. 158 

Fire and rescue services should have arrangements in place to ensure they can receive 159 

emergency calls even during the most serious local or wide area network issues. 160 

Fire and rescue services should consider contingency methods. These should allow fire control 161 

to continue to function through unplanned communication loss, such as network, power or 162 

hardware failure. 163 

Sufficient telephone lines should be allocated to fire control to ensure all types of calls can be 164 

connected and emergency calls are prioritised effectively. Fire and rescue services should 165 

consider the priority level of calls and the types of calls they receive. Primary, secondary and 166 

alternative routes should be considered to meet the requirements set out in the Public 167 

Emergency Call Service (PECS) Code of Practice. 168 
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The call handling agent has a network with built-in resilience to connect emergency calls to 169 

emergency authority control rooms. Calls will normally be connected via the primary route. 170 

Alternative routings will automatically be used if congestion or failure is detected. 171 

Primary 172 

The route initially used by the call handling agent to connect the caller, reserved exclusively for 173 

receiving 999/112 calls. 174 

Secondary 175 

The secondary number is normally only used if there is an unusually high level of calls or a fault 176 

with the primary number. The call handling agent will use the secondary route if they receive no 177 

reply after a set length of time on the primary number. 178 

Alternative 179 

An alternative route should be provided for situations where the primary and secondary routes 180 

are unavailable. If the call handling agent receives no reply after a set length of time on the 181 

secondary number, they will attempt to connect the caller using the alternative number. For 182 

resilience, this number must be served by a different network route from that providing the 183 

primary and secondary routes. 184 

 185 

Communications equipment 186 

The mobilising systems adopted may integrate telephony and radio communication channels 187 

into a common platform known as Integrated Communications Control System (ICCS). Its 188 

functions may include: 189 

• Audio and visual distinction between emergency and non-emergency calls and radio 190 

communication channels 191 

• Queuing of emergency and non-emergency calls 192 

• Presenting priority calls at the top of the queue 193 

• Indicating how long calls have been queuing 194 

• Methods to manage radio transmissions 195 

• Automatic call distribution (ACD) 196 

• Methods to audio monitor calls and radio transmissions 197 

• Recording and an instant playback function for calls and radio transmissions 198 

• Methods to manage radio assets assigned to operational resources 199 

• Methods to manage talkgroups 200 

The ICCS should include a network with built-in resilience to support the system. The methods 201 
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used may vary depending on the network supplier. Consideration should be given to the 202 

methods of support available, and fire control personnel should be provided with access to an 203 

appropriate support and maintenance service. 204 

Radio network 205 

Fire and rescue services have access to a radio network, on which they can communicate with 206 

emergency responders. Resilience to the network is provided in several ways, including: 207 

• Encryption 208 

• Backup power sources 209 

• Disaster recovery plans 210 

Fire and rescue services should consider the loss of the radio network in its business continuity 211 

arrangements. Alternative communication methods may include mobile and satellite telephones. 212 

Power supplies 213 

An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) provides power if the main power source into fire control 214 

fails. This should switch over automatically and should not cause any interruptions to the 215 

systems fire control personnel use. 216 

Backup power sources, such as batteries or generators, will ensure that critical systems 217 

continue to operate during a power outage. The supply provided by a UPS is usually for a 218 

defined period. Further methods to provide power may need to be considered if an outage is 219 

expected to last for an extended length of time. 220 

Electronic methods of sharing information 221 

Electronic methods allow fire control personnel to share incident information securely, which 222 

supports interoperability and intraoperability. Such systems allow fire control personnel to share 223 

and receive incident information electronically in a standard format, without the need for 224 

telephone calls or emails. 225 

This may be useful in situations like multiple call and multiple incident scenarios. These systems 226 

assist fire control personnel in recording and sharing incident information promptly with the 227 

affected emergency control room. 228 

In situations where electronic methods are unavailable, fire control personnel should use 229 

telephone or radio hailing talkgroups to share incident information with other emergency control 230 

rooms. 231 

 232 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 233 

Fire and rescue services should: 234 

• Provide resilient and appropriate systems that support fire control functions and activities 235 
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• Provide resilience by ensuring they have alternative communication routes for the 236 

connection of emergency calls 237 

• Ensure there are reliable communications lines between the call handling agent and fire 238 

control 239 

• Ensure there are reliable communications lines between fire control and relevant 240 

personnel 241 

• Consider the use of electronic methods of sharing information as part of their resilient fire 242 

control arrangements 243 

• Provide and maintain power supplies, in case the main power source supplying fire 244 

control fails 245 

• Establish a communication strategy with other emergency responders in their area 246 

 247 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 248 

Fire control personnel should: 249 

• Use equipment and systems provided to receive emergency calls 250 

• Use alternative methods provided to receive emergency calls when required 251 

• Identify when alternative power supplies are being used and what their potential 252 

limitations are 253 

• Use appropriate methods to share incident information with other emergency control 254 

rooms when electronic methods are unavailable 255 

Control measure – Provide support for fire control systems 256 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 257 

The electronic systems, software and communication networks used to provide fire control 258 

functions can be complex. Technical support is essential, to ensure disruption is minimised and 259 

service can continue without interruption. When faults occur and cause full or partial failure, 260 

specialist advice and knowledge will be required to diagnose and resolve them. A range of 261 

support should be provided to fire control personnel, including methods to obtain technical 262 

advice and support when required. 263 

Most mobilising and communication systems provide the ability to automatically record and 264 

display system and software faults, failures and network outages. Systems can be configured to 265 

provide audible or visual alerts to fire control personnel, so that the information is shared with 266 

the relevant technical support team. 267 

The hardware and software used to provide fire control systems should be routinely maintained 268 

and updated to support continued service. 269 
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Regular maintenance will help to identify any system faults and issues and may prevent them 270 

from escalating. This will contribute to the efficient functioning of systems. Maintaining the 271 

efficiency of systems should be an ongoing process, to ensure they are performing to the 272 

highest standard and that all data displayed is current. 273 

Security measures ensure that sensitive and personal information is shielded from unauthorised 274 

access, and that system integrity is maintained. Secure methods to gain access to systems 275 

should be considered to prevent unauthorised users from gaining access. 276 

Training on the use of fire control systems may be provided by system suppliers. This may 277 

include customised courses for essential users, and first line maintenance courses for fire 278 

control personnel. Training enables fire control personnel to work alongside system engineers if 279 

a problem occurs. 280 

As part of any contractual agreement with suppliers, fire and rescue services should consider 281 

maintenance agreements suited to their own organisational requirements. 282 

Fire control personnel should record system faults and errors on a fault log, along with any 283 

updates provided. This supports audit purposes and helps detect any reoccurring faults and 284 

issues. 285 

All decisions and actions relating to faults and failure of fire control systems should be recorded. 286 

This includes who made each decision and the decision-making rationale. Methods of 287 

escalating faults and prioritising them at the appropriate level should be considered. 288 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 289 

Fire and rescue services should: 290 

• Provide methods for the delivery of maintenance and upgrades for fire control software 291 

and hardware 292 

• Consider secure methods for user access to systems, and appropriate management 293 

controls 294 

• Maintain and keep fire control equipment up to date 295 

• Have arrangements in place for the rapid resolution of fire control room system failures 296 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 297 

Fire control personnel should: 298 

• Use methods provided to identify signs and symptoms of software or hardware failure, 299 

and inform the relevant support team 300 

• Record system faults and errors in a fault log 301 

• Record decisions and actions about faults and failures of fire control systems 302 

• Escalate and prioritise faults to the appropriate level 303 
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 304 

Control measure – Multiple communication bearers 305 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 306 

Communication bearers transmit data and information between devices, systems and sites, for 307 

example between fire control and fire station equipment. 308 

Multiple communication bearers can be used to connect, such as: 309 

• Mobilising equipment 310 

• Mobile data terminals (MDTs) 311 

• Integrated Communications Control System (ICCS) 312 

• Alerts to on-call personnel 313 

Once connected, the devices, systems and sites can exchange data and information, enabling 314 

an efficient response. 315 

To ensure resilience, it is good practice to provide more than one type of bearer. This means 316 

that in the event one of the bearers fails, the system will automatically select an alternative 317 

bearer to carry the signal and data. 318 

Communications with resources which are not at a fire station may be relayed using mobile or 319 

satellite networks. This provides greater resilience by spreading the risk of failure and ensuring 320 

fire and rescue services can fulfil their duties. 321 

Systems should be configured to provide a log of data transmissions. A log can make fire 322 

control personnel aware of bearer failures and help them identify the need for alternative 323 

methods of communication. 324 

 325 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 326 

Fire and rescue services should: 327 

• Provide multiple bearers for mobilising systems and communications 328 

• Configure systems to alert fire control personnel of bearer failures 329 

• Ensure operational preparedness by testing alternative communication methods and 330 

training fire control and operational personnel in their use 331 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 332 

Fire control personnel should: 333 

• Use the systems provided to identify communication bearer failures 334 
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• Select appropriate alternative methods to communicate following a bearer failure 335 

 336 

Control measure – Critical contact number 337 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 338 

The Public Emergency Call Service (PECS) Code of Practice requires the provision of a critical 339 

contact number in addition to the primary, secondary and alternative routings used to connect 340 

emergency callers. The critical contact number will only be used by call handling agent operator 341 

centre managers to contact fire control in the event of spate conditions, equipment failure or 342 

other problem, so that corrective action can be agreed. 343 

It is important that fire control personnel are aware of the arrangement in place and how it may 344 

be used by the call handling agent. 345 

Methods of receiving calls on the critical contact number in the event of a system failure, or 346 

when operating in contingency conditions, should be considered. It may be appropriate for a 347 

mobile phone to be provided solely for use as the critical contact method between the call 348 

handling agent and fire control. 349 

When using a mobile phone as the method for critical contact, consideration should be given to 350 

the methods of recording information shared and any decisions and actions agreed. These 351 

conversations with the call handling agent will not be recorded. 352 

 353 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 354 

Fire and rescue services should: 355 

• Provide a dedicated critical contact number to the call handling agent 356 

• Consider alternative contingency methods of receiving calls on the critical contact 357 

number 358 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 359 

Fire control personnel should: 360 

• Use the critical contact arrangements provided to receive information from the call 361 

handling agent 362 

 363 

• Use methods provided to record information received from the call handling agent using 364 

critical contact arrangements, and the decisions and actions taken 365 

 366 
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Control measure – Contingency arrangements 367 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 368 

Effective contingency arrangements provide additional resilience. They help to ensure fire 369 

control personnel can continue with emergency call management and mobilising, and incident 370 

management activities, during even the most catastrophic system and utilities failures. 371 

Fire and rescue services should ensure they have appropriate contingency arrangements in 372 

place, and effective means for fire control personnel to implement them when necessary. The 373 

methods used will vary and are dependent on local agreements and plans. 374 

The contingency arrangements provided should enable fire control personnel to continue to: 375 

 376 

• Receive emergency calls from the call handling agent 377 

• Receive information from other emergency controls 378 

• Receive, record and share incident data and information, including any known Site 379 

Specific Risk Information about people or premises 380 

• Monitor operational resources and mobilise an appropriate response 381 

 382 

Fire and rescue services should consider the number of fire control personnel required when 383 

contingency arrangements are in use. Methods available to increase capacity and the welfare 384 

needs of personnel should be considered, to ensure the safe and effective delivery of the fire 385 

control function. 386 

 387 

Prioritisation 388 

The impact that contingency arrangements have on the completion of tasks may be mitigated 389 

by pre-planning and organisational business continuity arrangements. These should consider 390 

the full range of fire control activities. Plans that identify critical and lower priority activities will 391 

help fire control commanders and their teams to prioritise and assign tasks effectively. 392 

Mobilising methods 393 

 394 

In the event of failure of the normal methods used to alert and share incident information with 395 

operational personnel, alternative methods should be available. Such methods should consider 396 

how fire control personnel will alert operational personnel to incidents in a range of settings, 397 

including: 398 

 399 

• Operational personnel located at a fire station 400 

• Operational personnel not at a fire station 401 

• On-call operational personnel 402 

• Duty officers and other subject matter advisers 403 

 404 

Alternative methods may include: 405 
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• Radio 406 

• Mobile telephone 407 

• Satellite telephone 408 

 409 

Methods of sharing information in the event of a loss of communication with mobile data 410 

terminals should also be considered. 411 

 412 

Mobilising systems 413 

 414 

Alternative methods for communication and recording information should be considered in the 415 

event of a full or partial loss of mobilising system functionality. Such methods may include: 416 

• Communication provisions, including: 417 

o Telephone equipment separate from the ICCS 418 

o Radio equipment, such as desktop or handheld devices 419 

• Using training systems 420 

• Paper incident recording forms 421 

• Laptops or tablets 422 

• Access to maps and other information: 423 

o Towns, villages, areas or districts with nearest resource locations 424 

o Pre-determined attendances 425 

o Guidance documents 426 

o Action plans 427 

o Directories of contacts 428 

• Methods to assist planning and recording information, such as: 429 

o Whiteboards to assist with mobilising and managing resources 430 

o Paper handover forms 431 

When paper incident records are used, fire and rescue services should ensure they are stored 432 

in accordance with current legislation. The information should be transferred to electronic format 433 

when available. 434 

More information can be found in Corporate guidance for operational activity – Data and 435 

information management. 436 

When fire control personnel use contingency arrangements, fire and rescue services should 437 

consider methods of recording emergency calls and radio communications, as these calls and 438 

https://nfcc.org.uk/nog/corporate-guidance-for-operational-activity/?id=00029150
https://nfcc.org.uk/nog/corporate-guidance-for-operational-activity/?id=00029150
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transmissions may not be audio recorded. Periods of any non-recorded transactions should be 439 

noted, to support audit purposes. 440 

To provide appropriate support to fire control personnel, alternative methods for emergency call 441 

supervision should also be considered. These may include using desktop phone functionality to 442 

audio monitor calls. 443 

Authorised users who are usually able to access data and information relating to incidents, such 444 

as those with incident command roles and responsibilities, may need to use other methods to 445 

access information. These may include verbal updates from fire control personnel or monitoring 446 

of radio communication channels. 447 

Automatic vehicle location system  448 

An automatic vehicle location system (AVLS) can be used in conjunction with a mobilising 449 

system. It provides fire control personnel with information to determine the location of the most 450 

appropriate resources, based on type, location, access and road speed. 451 

If AVLS is not available, fire control personnel should monitor and review resource locations, 452 

movements and availabilities, so that they can mobilise the most appropriate resources. 453 

Telephony equipment 454 

Call diversion allows the automatic routing of emergency and non-emergency calls from one 455 

number to another. This may be necessary during a system failure or scheduled routine 456 

maintenance. Calls can be routed to predefined locations and lines as agreed in business 457 

continuity plans. 458 

Plans may also include connecting calls to a nominated buddy control automatically if 459 

unanswered by the affected fire control, for a locally defined period. The affected fire control 460 

may also request that the call handling agent connect calls to their buddy on their behalf. 461 

Fire and rescue services may have collaboration arrangements with other fire and rescue 462 

services and other agency emergency control rooms for the handling of emergency calls during 463 

unplanned events. 464 

The call handling agent may also connect emergency calls to other agency emergency control 465 

rooms as outlined in the Public Emergency Call Service (PECS) Code of Practice. This may 466 

happen if they are unable to connect an emergency call to the affected fire control, nominated 467 

buddy control room or neighbouring fire and rescue service. 468 

Incident and call information can then be passed back to the appropriate fire control for 469 

mobilisation. Or, if arrangements allow mobilisation on can be initiated on behalf of the affected 470 

fire control. 471 

Communications equipment 472 

Fire and rescue services should preconfigure radio handsets and devices that are separate to 473 

Integrated Communications Control System (ICCS) and mobilising systems. They should be 474 

easily accessible and ready for fire control personnel to use in the event of system failures. 475 
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To ensure equipment is ready for use, fire control personnel should regularly test functionality 476 

and ensure devices are fully charged. 477 

Radio network 478 

A partial or complete loss of access to the radio network is foreseeable. This may be due to 479 

several reasons such as congestion or damaged or unavailable masts. Alternative methods of 480 

communication include: 481 

• Mobile telephones 482 

• Satellite telephones 483 

• Telephone communications 484 

• Mobile data terminals (MDTs) 485 

Refer to Effective communication systems between agencies for multi-agency guidance and 486 

Multiple calls and multiple incidents, congestion of critical voice communications. 487 

A communications tactical adviser should be available to help manage such situations. 488 

The network monitoring centre (NMC) Airwave can assist in providing appropriate advice and 489 

guidance. It should be contacted in the event of a suspected failure or loss of access to the 490 

network. 491 

Locating tools 492 

When the technology used by fire control personnel that assists with locating a caller and 493 

incident location is not available, such as Enhanced Information Service for Emergency Calls 494 

(EISEC) and Advanced Mobile Location (AML), fire control personnel may need to consider the 495 

contingency methods available to them. This will include detailed questioning of callers about 496 

their location and the location of the incident. 497 

Resource management software 498 

Where resource management software fails or is unavailable, fire and rescue services will need 499 

to consider the methods available to fire control personnel to: 500 

• Assist with locating and monitoring the availability of resources 501 

• Assign the most appropriate resources to incidents 502 

• Make decisions about the movement of resources based on prioritised risk levels and 503 

pre-planning 504 

These methods may include: 505 

• Restricting the routine, non-emergency movement of resources 506 

• Providing alternative methods for operational personnel to update their availability 507 

https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/multi-agency?bundle=control_measure&id=31378&parent=31379
https://www.ukfrs.com/guidance/multi-agency?bundle=control_measure&id=31378&parent=31379
https://nfcc.org.uk/nog/multiple-calls-and-multiple-incidents/?id=00747582
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• Providing access to information in non-electronic format, such as the prioritised locations 508 

of operational resources 509 

Where such measures are used, consideration should also be given to how they are 510 

communicated to operational personnel, so that personnel understand what they are required to 511 

do. 512 

 513 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 514 

Fire and rescue services should: 515 

• Establish appropriate contingency arrangements for the failure of fire control systems 516 

• Establish a plan or procedure for the management and connection of emergency calls 517 

• Consider arrangements to increase fire control capacity when contingency arrangements 518 

are in use 519 

• Ensure that data captured using contingency arrangements is stored in accordance with 520 

current legislation, and is transferred to an electronic format when available 521 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 522 

Fire control commanders should: 523 

• Use the contingency methods available to provide emergency call supervision 524 

Fire control personnel should: 525 

• Use the contingency arrangements provided to receive, record and share incident data 526 

and information 527 

• Use the contingency arrangements provided to locate, monitor and mobilise operational 528 

resources 529 

• Follow agreed plans for the management and connection of emergency calls 530 

• Regularly check functionality of contingency equipment provided  531 

• Consider informing the network monitoring centre of any suspected failure or loss of 532 

access to the Airwave network 533 

• Consider requesting support from a communications tactical adviser in the event of a 534 

suspected failure or loss of access to the radio network 535 

 536 
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Hazard – Loss of primary fire control 537 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 538 

Primary fire control is the usual workplace for fire control personnel. Evacuation may be 539 

necessary due to: 540 

• System or equipment failure 541 

• Security threats affecting the building 542 

• Loss of utilities 543 

• Fire 544 

• Environmental issues, such as severe weather restricting access routes 545 

• Damage to the building, resulting in an unsafe structure 546 

Evacuation or loss of primary fire control premises will cause disruption to the critical activities 547 

carried out by fire control personnel, including: 548 

• Emergency call management 549 

• Mobilisation of operational personnel 550 

• Incident management activities 551 

• Monitoring availability of operational resources 552 

• Maintaining critical communications 553 

The urgency of a fire control evacuation may be immediate, or it may be carried out in a staged 554 

process. Failure to manage this effectively may lead to delayed or inaccurate responses to 555 

incidents, which may compromise the safety of operational personnel. It is likely to be 556 

challenging for fire control personnel, resulting in increased stress and anxiety. 557 

 558 

Control measure – Establish alternative fire control arrangements 559 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 560 

Evacuation of the primary fire control should be considered a last resort. All other contingency 561 

arrangements should be explored prior to evacuation. 562 

Fire and rescue services should have arrangements in place to continue receiving emergency 563 

calls and mobilising resources in the event of full or partial loss of the primary facility. 564 

Arrangements may include: 565 

• Having secondary fire control facilities where the fire control function can be re-566 

established 567 

• Entering into a contractual agreement with another organisation to temporarily carry out 568 

emergency call management activities; where this option is selected, consideration 569 
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should be given to the methods used to mobilise resources and share incident 570 

information 571 

Fire and rescue services should consider the provision of an evacuation pack. This should 572 

contain specific items that fire control personnel need when evacuating primary fire control and 573 

working from an alternative location. Items may include: 574 

• Business continuity plans 575 

• Equipment such as: 576 

o Mobile telephones 577 

o Handheld radios 578 

• Methods to gain entry into the secondary facility 579 

• Stationery items 580 

Fire and rescue services should consider any constraints to normal operational service delivery 581 

caused by working from a secondary control facility. Constraints may include room size and 582 

number of available workstations. 583 

Secondary control facilities 584 

Mobilising systems may offer different alternative functionality, ranging from portable laptop 585 

computers to full mobilising systems and communications interfaces that mirror the primary 586 

facility. 587 

Secondary fire control facilities should match those provided at the primary fire control as far as 588 

is practicable. As a minimum, they should be capable of: 589 

• Receiving emergency and non-emergency calls 590 

• Logging incident information 591 

• Mobilising operational resources 592 

• Radio communications 593 

Any equipment and information used at secondary control facilities should be maintained and 594 

tested regularly. This will assist with its functionality and efficiency. 595 

The secondary control facilities should be at a location that would not be affected by any 596 

disruption to the services provided at primary fire control. This may require establishing 597 

secondary facilities served by a different communications network and servers to those of 598 

primary fire control. 599 

Welfare arrangements 600 

When using secondary control facilities, the adoption of appropriate welfare arrangements will 601 

assist with the safe and effective delivery of the fire control function. 602 
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Consideration should be given to the number of fire control personnel on duty and the number 603 

of personnel that may be required. Adequate arrangements should be made, including sanitary 604 

and hygiene facilities, access to drinking water, and hot and cold refreshments. Fire and rescue 605 

services should consider the length of the redeployment and ensure appropriate welfare 606 

facilities are provided for the duration of the event. 607 

 608 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 609 

Fire and rescue services should: 610 

• Establish appropriate arrangements for the management of emergency and non-611 

emergency calls, mobilising and communications in the event of a full or partial loss of 612 

primary fire control 613 

• Ensure the equipment and information provided in alternative facilities is maintained and 614 

updated regularly 615 

• Consider the provision of an evacuation pack 616 

• Provide suitable welfare arrangements for all periods of redeployment 617 

 618 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 619 

Fire control personnel should: 620 

• Use alternative fire control arrangements provided 621 

• Use information and equipment provided, such as an evacuation pack, during the 622 

evacuation of fire control 623 

 624 

Hazard – Loss of 999/112 emergency call service 625 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 626 

Disruption or loss of the 999/112 emergency call service may mean emergency calls from 627 

members of the public are not connected to the emergency services. 628 

Such disruption or loss may affect calls made using landlines and mobile devices. Any call that 629 

would normally be routed via the 999/112 system could be affected. This could include calls 630 

from: 631 

• Members of the public 632 

• Alarm monitoring organisations 633 
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• In-vehicle systems 634 

• People using Relay UK 635 

• People using the British Sign Language (BSL) emergency video relay service 636 

In such situations, fire control personnel may be unable to receive emergency calls, mobilise 637 

operational resources or provide safety and survival guidance to those in need. 638 

Disruption may happen when a technical problem prevents the ability to make calls from fixed 639 

landlines, including calls to 999/112 emergency services. This may be due to: 640 

• Severe weather 641 

• Power outages 642 

• Cable damage 643 

Disruption may involve a full or partial loss of public access to the 999/112 emergency call 644 

service. This may occur during a technical fault affecting systems that are used by the call 645 

handling agent to receive, distribute and connect emergency calls to emergency authorities. 646 

 647 

Control measure – Gather, record and share situational awareness about 648 

loss of public access to the 999/112 emergency call service 649 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 650 

Loss of access to fixed landline 999/112 service 651 

In the event of loss of service to fixed landlines, the call handling agent will notify fire control, 652 

usually via SMS or SMS to voice and email. The information provided may include: 653 

• The duration of the outage 654 

• The number of lines affected 655 

• Telephone exchange capacity affected 656 

On receipt of such a notification, fire control personnel should send an acknowledgement to the 657 

call handling agent. They should then gather and record all information provided by the call 658 

handling agent and monitor the situation for further updates and changes. Fire and rescue 659 

services will use the information gathered to decide the most appropriate level and type of 660 

response, and the actions fire control personnel should take. 661 

Should the initial notification fail, the call handling agent and the police have agreed procedures. 662 

These measures include sharing information with other emergency authority control rooms. 663 

During a loss of access affecting fixed landlines, the public may still be able to make calls. 664 

These may include calls to the emergency services using mobile networks, mobile devices 665 
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connected using Wi-Fi calling or Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) services using broadband 666 

access. 667 

 668 

Full loss of public access to 999/112 669 

In the event of a full loss of the 999/112 emergency call service that affects all methods of 670 

access, the call handling agent will notify fire control as soon as possible via email. National 671 

Resilience Fire Control (NRFC) will also receive a notification and will share situational 672 

awareness with other fire and rescue services via a broadcast message on the fire and rescue 673 

service national announcement talkgroup (NTG 20). Fire control personnel should gather and 674 

record all available information and refer to their local plans to determine the actions to take. To 675 

ensure situational awareness, they should continuously monitor email notifications and national 676 

announcement talkgroup (NTG20) for updates. 677 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 678 

Fire and rescue services should: 679 

• Consider the use of aides-memoire to assist fire control personnel in gathering and 680 

sharing situational awareness about loss of the 999/112 emergency call service 681 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 682 

Fire control personnel should: 683 

• Use the systems provided to gather and record information about the loss of the 999/112 684 

emergency call service 685 

• Use the systems provided to monitor information and updates about the loss of the 686 

999/112 service emergency call service 687 

• Share situational awareness with relevant fire and rescue service personnel 688 

• Exchange relevant information about the situation and actions being taken with other 689 

agencies 690 

 691 

 692 

Control measure – Contingency arrangements for loss of access to the 693 

999/112 emergency call service 694 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 695 

Fire and rescue services should adopt local contingency arrangements for full loss of public 696 

access to 999/112, taking into consideration local resilience forum arrangements. Such 697 

contingency plans may include: 698 
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• The emergency alert system 699 

• Advice to the public, including alternative contact methods 700 

• Increased presence in the community 701 

• Sharing information on public platforms, such as: 702 

o Social media 703 

o Local radio 704 

o News websites 705 

• Establishing a Strategic Coordinating Group (SCG) 706 

• Establishing a Tactical Coordinating Group (TCG) 707 

Contingency arrangements should consider the capacity of fire control personnel to carry out 708 

the range of tasks required. Methods of support may include the availability of fire and rescue 709 

service communications and media teams to assist with public information messages and 710 

sharing appropriate information. 711 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 712 

Fire and rescue services should: 713 

• Assess risk and consider local contingencies in the event of loss of access to 999/112 714 

emergency call service 715 

• Have contingency arrangements for loss of access to fixed landline 999/112 service 716 

• Consider the use of aides-memoire to assist fire control personnel in completing tasks 717 

and actions during a loss of the 999/112 emergency call service 718 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 719 

Fire control personnel should: 720 

• Follow the local contingency arrangements provided for the loss of the 999/112 721 

emergency call service 722 

 723 

  724 
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Hazard – Ineffective communication: Business continuity event 725 

HAZARD KNOWLEDGE 726 

A full or partial loss of mobilising and communications systems will be challenging for fire control 727 

personnel and may impact their ability to gather and share situational awareness. 728 

Uncertainty or lack of awareness of operational personnel of the situation may result in fire 729 

control receiving increased calls. This could affect their capacity to deal with the situation and 730 

continue with emergency call management and incident management activities. 731 

Ineffective communication during a business continuity event may contribute to: 732 

• Inaccurate situational awareness 733 

• Inaccurate mobilisation of resources 734 

• Delayed or inappropriate responses to incidents 735 

• Delayed sharing of critical information 736 

• Delayed resolution of the event 737 

Several factors may compromise communication between fire control personnel, such as: 738 

• A lack of understanding of the methods of communication available 739 

• Loss or reduced access to methods of communication and other technology 740 

• Limited fire control resources 741 

• Ineffective policies and procedures supporting business continuity 742 

• Stress and anxiety about the situation 743 

If fire control personnel do not effectively build, communicate and share situational awareness, 744 

it is likely to lead to an incomplete understanding of the situation and the challenges fire control 745 

personnel are managing. 746 

 747 

Control measure – Effective communication: Business continuity event 748 

CONTROL MEASURE KNOWLEDGE 749 

Effective communication during a business continuity event will support the safe resolution of 750 

events. 751 

Fire and rescue services will need to consider when and how to communicate information about 752 

the event with a range of stakeholders, including: 753 

• Operational personnel 754 
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• Members of the public 755 

• Other fire controls 756 

• Internal departments 757 

• Other agencies 758 

• Fire control personnel not on duty 759 

• External suppliers 760 

The methods used will depend on: 761 

• The nature of the event 762 

• The urgency of information 763 

• The local arrangements in place 764 

• The intended recipients 765 

• The capacity of fire control personnel 766 

Effective business continuity plans that fire control personnel can access during an event will 767 

help them to prioritise tasks and contact the most appropriate technical and managerial support. 768 

Situational awareness 769 

Sharing relevant information about business continuity events with operational personnel, other 770 

fire controls and other agencies at the earliest opportunity is essential. It will help to prevent 771 

delays in the sharing and receiving of critical information about incidents. Sharing situational 772 

awareness will assist in their understanding of the situation and what actions they may need to 773 

take to communicate with fire control. 774 

Consideration should be given to restricting non-essential calls to fire control during business 775 

continuity events. This will help fire control personnel to prioritise essential tasks effectively and 776 

continue emergency call management and incident management activities. Restriction may be 777 

achieved by sharing information via email, radio broadcast message or other electronic 778 

messaging systems if available. 779 

 780 

STRATEGIC ACTIONS 781 

Fire and rescue services should: 782 

• Provide technical and managerial support to fire control personnel during business 783 

continuity events 784 

• Consider a communication strategy for fire control as part of business continuity planning 785 
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• Have procedures and systems in place so that fire control personnel can share 786 

information about business continuity events 787 

TACTICAL ACTIONS 788 

Fire control personnel should: 789 

• Use the systems provided to share information about business continuity events 790 

• Share information about business continuity events promptly with operational personnel 791 

• Share information about business continuity events with other relevant fire controls and 792 

other agencies 793 

• Share situational awareness about business continuity events with other relevant 794 

personnel 795 

 796 

 797 

 798 

 799 

 800 

 801 

 802 

 803 

 804 

 805 

 806 

 807 

 808 

 809 

 810 

 811 

 812 

 813 

 814 
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 815 

Business continuity training specification 816 

National Occupational Standards 817 

The following National Occupational Standards apply to the training specification for business 818 
continuity. 819 

Unit CO1 
 
Elements 

Maintain information on EFS operational 
resources 
 
CO1.1 Monitor the availability of 
operational resources 
 
CO1.2 Manage information to support 
decisions on operational cover  
 

Unit CO2 
 
Elements 

Take responsibility for effective 
performance 
 
CO2.1 Take responsibility for personal 
performance 

 

Unit CO3 Co-ordinate response to assist with 
resolution of event  

Elements CO3.1 Gather information to aid effective 
response 
CO3.2 Mobilise resources in response to 
the needs of an event 
CO3.3 Support emergency callers 
CO3.4 Support ongoing needs of an 
event  

Unit CO4 
 
 
Elements  

Maintain reliability and readiness of 
control operations equipment   
 
CO4.1 Test communication and 
mobilising equipment   
CO4.2 Maintain communication and 
mobilising equipment  

Unit CO5 Manage information to support the needs 
of your community  

Elements CO5.1 Gather required information 
CO5.2 Inform and advise others  

Hazard – Fire control systems failure  820 
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KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 821 

Hazard Learning outcome 

Fire control systems failure  Understand: 

• Understand all associated hazard 
knowledge 

 822 

Control measure – Resilient fire control systems  823 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 824 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Mobilising methods  Understand: 

• Different methods of communication  
between fire control, fire stations and 
operational resources 

• How communication methods alert and 
share incident information with 
operational personnel 

Mobilising systems Understand: 

• Different methods that provide a 
resilient mobilising system, including: 

o Multiple servers 

o Data encryption 

Telephony equipment  Understand: 

• Routings that connect emergency calls 
from the call handling agent to fire 
control 

 

Communications equipment Understand: 

• How to request support when systems 
unavailable   

Radio network Understand: 

• Alternative communication methods 

Power supplies Understand: 

• Sources of alternative power supplies 

• Limitations of alternative power 
supplies  

Electronic methods of sharing information Understand: 

• Alternative methods to share 
information when electronic methods 
unavailable 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 825 

Control measure element Learning outcome 
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Use equipment and systems provided to 
receive emergency calls 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Receive emergency calls using 
equipment provided 

Use alternative methods provided to receive 
emergency calls when required 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Receive emergency calls using 
alternative methods  

Identify when alternative power supplies are 
being used and what their potential limitations 
are 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Identify when alternative power 
supplies are being used 

Use appropriate methods to share incident 
information with other emergency control 
rooms when electronic methods are 
unavailable 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Share incident information with other 
emergency control rooms when 
electronic methods unavailable  

 826 

Control measure – Provide support for fire control systems 827 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 828 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Technical support  Understand: 

• Methods available to obtain technical 
advice and support  

Record and display system and software 
faults, failures and network outages 

Understand: 

• Methods used to record, display and 
alert to system faults, failures and 
network outages 

Recording of system faults and errors Understand: 

• The benefits of recording system faults 
and errors  

• How and when faults should be 
prioritised and escalated to the 
appropriate level 

 829 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 830 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use methods provided to identify signs and 
symptoms of software or hardware failure, 
and inform the relevant support team 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Identify signs and symptoms of 
software or hardware failure and how 
to contact relevant support team  

Record system faults and errors in a fault log 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Record system faults and errors  
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Record decisions and actions about faults 
and failures of fire control systems 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Record decisions and actions relating 
to fire control system failures 

 

Escalate and prioritise faults to the 
appropriate level 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Prioritise faults effectively 

• Escalate faults to the appropriate level 
 

 831 

Control measure – Multiple communication bearers 832 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 833 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Communication bearers Understand: 

• The types of communication bearers 
that are provided 

Bearer failures Understand: 

• The benefits of having more than one 
communication bearer 

 834 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 835 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the systems provided to identify 
communication bearer failures 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Identify communication bearer failures 

Select appropriate alternative methods to 
communicate following a bearer failure 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Select alternative methods of 
communication 

 836 

Control measure – Critical contact number  837 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 838 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Critical contact number Understand: 

• The arrangements that are in place for 
the provision of a critical contact 
number  

• How the critical contact number is 
used by the call handling agent  

• Why the critical contact number is 
used by the call handling agent  
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Contingency arrangements  Understand: 

• Methods available to receive calls on 
the critical contact number in the event 
of a system failure 

 839 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 840 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the critical contact arrangements 
provided to receive information from the call 
handling agent 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Receive information from the call 
handling agent on the critical contact 
number 

Use methods provided to record information 
received from the call handling agent using 
critical contact arrangements, and the 
decisions and actions taken 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Record information received from the 
call handling agent on the critical 
contact number 

•  Record decisions and actions taken  

 841 

Control measure – Contingency arrangements 842 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 843 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Contingency arrangements for mobilising 
methods  

Understand: 

• Alternative methods available to alert 
and share incident information with 
operational personnel 

Contingency arrangements for mobilising 
systems  

Understand: 

• Alternative methods of communicating 
and recording information  

• Mobilising functions that maybe 
unavailable when using contingency 
arrangements  

• Contingency methods used to provide 
emergency call supervision 

Automatic vehicle location system Understand: 

• Methods used when AVLS be 
unavailable  

Contingency arrangements for telephony 
equipment  

Understand: 

• Contingency arrangements for the 
routing and connection of emergency 
calls during system failures and routine 
maintenance   
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Contingency arrangements for 
communications equipment  

Understand: 

• Contingency methods provided for 
communications equipment failure  

Contingency arrangements for radio network  Understand: 

• Contingency methods provided for the 
loss of radio network  

Contingency arrangements for locating tools  Understand 

• Methods to use during emergency call 
management when locating tools are 
unavailable  

Resource management software  Understand: 

• Methods to use when resource 
management software fails or is 
unavailable  

• Importance of communicating 
contingency methods with operational 
personnel 

 844 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 845 

Fire control commanders: 846 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the contingency methods available to 
provide emergency call supervision 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Provide emergency call supervision 
when contingency methods are in use 

 847 

Fire control personnel: 848 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the contingency arrangements provided 
to receive, record and share incident data 
and information 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use contingency methods to receive, 
record and share incident data and 
information  

Use the contingency arrangements provided 
to locate, monitor and mobilise operational 
resources 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use contingency methods to locate, 
monitor and mobilise operational 
resources 

Follow agreed plans for the management and 
connection of emergency calls 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

•  Use agreed plans to manage 
emergency calls when contingency 
arrangements in use  

Regularly check functionality of contingency 
equipment provided  

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use methods provided to check the 
functionality of contingency equipment  
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Consider informing the network monitoring 
centre of any suspected failure or loss of 
access to the Airwave network 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Contact the Airwave network 
monitoring centre following any 
suspected failure or loss of access 

Consider requesting support from a 
communications tactical adviser in the event 
of a suspected failure or loss of access to the 
radio network 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Request a communications tactical 
adviser when appropriate 

 849 

Hazard – Loss of primary fire control 850 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 851 

Hazard Learning outcome 

Fire control systems failure  Understand: 

• Understand all associated hazard 
knowledge 

 852 

Control measure – Establish alternative fire control arrangements 853 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 854 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Evacuation of primary fire control  Understand: 

• The circumstances in which 
evacuation of primary fire control is 
necessary 

Evacuation pack Understand: 

• The contents and use of an evacuation 
pack  

Secondary control facilities  Understand: 

• Equipment and facilities that are 
provided at secondary control 

Welfare arrangements Understand: 

• Welfare and facility requirements of 
personnel for the duration of an event  

 855 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 856 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use alternative fire control arrangements 
provided 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use the alternative arrangements 
provided 
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Use information and equipment provided, 
such as an evacuation pack, during the 
evacuation of fire control 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use information and equipment 
provided, including: 

o Evacuation pack  

 857 

Hazard – Loss of 999/112 emergency call service 858 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 859 

Hazard Learning outcome 

Fire control systems failure  Understand: 

• Understand all associated hazard 
knowledge 

 860 

Control measure – Gather, record and share situational awareness about 861 

loss of public access to the 999/112 emergency call service 862 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 863 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Loss of access to fixed landline 999/112 
service 

Understand: 

• Process to follow in the event of fixed 
landline loss of 999/112 service  

• Alternative methods available during 
fixed landline loss of 999/112 service 

Full loss of public access to 999/112  Understand: 

• Methods of notification of full loss of 
999/112 service 

• Actions to take when notification is 
received  

 864 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 865 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the systems provided to gather and 
record information about the loss of the 
999/112 emergency call service 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Record information about the loss of 
999/112 emergency call service  

Use the systems provided to monitor 
information and updates about the loss of the 
999/112 service emergency call service 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Monitor relevant systems for 
information and updates  
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Share situational awareness with relevant fire 
and rescue service personnel 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Share situational awareness with 
relevant fire and rescue service 
personnel 

Exchange relevant information about the 
situation and actions being taken with other 
agencies 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Exchange information with other 
agencies about the situation and 
actions taken  

 866 

Control measure – Contingency arrangements for loss of access to the 867 

999/112 emergency call service 868 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 869 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Contingency arrangements  Understand: 

• Local contingency arrangements for 
the full loss of public access to 
999/112  

• Methods of support available to assist 
with the sharing of information  

 870 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 871 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Follow the local contingency arrangements 
provided for the loss of the 999/112 
emergency call service 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Follow contingency arrangements for 
the loss of 999/112  

 872 

Hazard – Ineffective communication: Business continuity event  873 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 874 

Hazard Learning outcome 

Fire control systems failure  Understand: 

• Understand all associated hazard 
knowledge 

 875 
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Control measure – Effective communication: Business continuity event  876 

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 877 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Effective communication  Understand: 

• When to communicate information  

• How to communicate information 

• Appropriate method to use to 
communicate information  

Situational awareness  Understand: 

• The importance of sharing situational 
awareness 

• When it is necessary to restrict non-
essential calls to assist in prioritising 
tasks  

PRACTICAL APPLICATION 878 

Control measure element Learning outcome 

Use the systems provided to share 
information about business continuity events 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Use systems to share information 
about business continuity events  

Share information about business continuity 
events promptly with operational personnel 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Share information with operational 
personnel  

Share information about business continuity 
events with other relevant fire controls and 
other agencies 
 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Share information with other fire 
controls and other agencies  

Share situational awareness about business 
continuity events with other relevant 
personnel 

 

Demonstrate the ability to: 

• Share situational awareness with 
relevant personnel 

 879 

 880 

 881 


